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no voice in determining the silver in the Rupees or the
in the sovereign or the metallic reserve of silver and gold,
that should stand behind the currency notes in circula-
tion. -The Reserve Bank has been entrusted with this
duty and that Bank is a close corporation the affairs of-
which are entrusted to an official body with only 8 out of.
15 members as elected directors but even this quota w&L
be full only at the end of 5 years from the inception of the
Bank. You know well how imports and exports are re-
gulated by manipulating the exchange and how the rise of
exchange from 16 to 18 pence has achieved remarkable,
results in facilitating imports into this country and pen-
alising exports from this country. The old order require.d
that a determination of the exchange ratio should be by
legislature. But now it is taken away from the domain qf.
federal legislature and will be entirely in the hands of the
Reserve Bank. Above all the C. I. D's are not transferred
and you know the C. I. D. is a powerful body which can
achieve unexpected results over the head of Local admi-
nistrations; and again the Services are not transferred. We
have already begun to see the effects of Services not being
transferred to the popular ministers, for we can exercise
no disciplinary control over the bulk of the people who are
responsible for the conduct of affairs in this country. All
these are matters of interest to the Provinces and the
States in India in equal measure. I have referred to them
merely because when Cochin joins the Federation there
will be serious repercussions upon the internal affairs of
Cochin for which the people of Cochin would not be held
responsible. I do not wish to disturb the equanimity of
your life or the placid contentment of the masses in the-
States but you and I will no longer be strangers to each
other each pursuing his own occupation in his allotted
span of territory. We shall have to sail together in the
boat of Federation and it is but right that we should be
able to visualise all tlie difficulties and distempers we shall
be subjected to in our voyage. Accordingly, I have un-
dertaken this little bit of work namely to invite tt*e atten-

